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Several people spotted this one and passed it along this week,
and it makes for some… well, very intriguing reading.

UFOs, warp drives, stargates: Freedom of Information query
reveals secret list of Pentagon research projects

A glance at some of the paper titles – and remember, these are
the unclassified papers – is quite a read:

Intertial  electrostatic  Confinement  Fusion,  Dr.  George
Miley, Univ. of Illinois.

(Philo Farnsworth’s plasmators and fusors, anyone?)

Pulsed High-Power Microwave Technology, Dr. James Wells, JW
Enterprises.

(I’ll bet that’s useful if you want to burn down a few houses
but leave the surrounding shrubbery untouched.)

Advanced space Propulsion Based on Vacuum (Spacetime Metric)
Engineering, Dr. Hal Puthoff, EarthTech International

(Engineering  the  fabric  of  spacetime…  sounds  a  bit  like
Gabriel  Kron,  and  other  conCERNS.   But  here’s  one  of  my
favorites:)

Invisibility  Cloaking,  Dr.  Ulf  Leonhardt,  Univ.  of  St.
Andrews
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(But no, the US Navy still denies it was ever trying to make
ships invisible to radar during WWII.)

Traversable wormholes, Stargates, and Negative Energy. Dr
Eric Davis, Earthtech International

High Frequency Gravitational Wave Communications, Dr. Robert
Baker, GravWave.

(Didn’t Thomas Townsend Brown propose something similar in the
1950s? Well, he did, and “whew!” thank goodness they’re still
looking into it, even though they told us they never snatched
up Brown’s project.)

Antigravity  for  Aerospace  Applications  Dr.  Eric  Davis,
EarthTech International.

Field Effects one Biological Tissues Dr. Kit Green, Wayne
State Univ.

Metamaterials for Aerospace Applications, Dr. G. Shvets,
Univ of Texas at Austin

Warp Drive, dark energy, and the Manipulation of Extra
Dimensions, Dr. R. Obousy, Obousy Consultants

Materials for Advanced Aerospace Platforms Dr J. Williams,
Ohio State Univ.

Aerospace  Applications  of  Programmable  Matter,  Dr.  W.
McCarthy, Programmable Matter Corporation

Space Communication Implications of Quantum Entanglement and
Nonlocality, Dr. J Cramer, Univ. of Washington

Magnetohydrodynamics  (MHD)  Air  Breathing  Propulsion  and
Power for Aerospace Applicaions, Dr. S. Macheret, Lockheed
Martin

Negative  Mass  Propulsion,  Dr.  F.,  Winterburg,  Univ  of
Nevada.



I could go on, but you get the idea.

But what emerges from this bizarre list? What’s the common
theme?  For  one  thing,  space,  and  its  manipulation  at  all
levels,  from  “higher  dimensionalities”  to  “nonlocality”,
quantum entanglement for communications, traversible wormholes
and programmable metamaterials (useful for long distance space
ships  able  to  make  instant  repairs  against  micro-meteoric
bombardment). There’s even a bow to the late 1950s Brookings
Report, with the mention of “magnetohydrodynamics”, a term
that, to my knowledge, first appears in the Brookings report.
And invisibility? We all know the story of the Philadelphia
Experiment.  Engineering  the  fabric  of  space-time?  That’s
another  nifty  way  to  accomplish  invisibility,  traverse
wormholes,  and  manipulate  higher  dimensionalities.  (Reading
this list makes one wonder if British hacker Gary McKinnon,
who claims to have uncovered evidence of a secret American
“space  fleet”,  might  have  uncovered  something  whose  mere
existence pointed in the direction of these types of papers.)

In other words, if one views these papers from a wide and long
view, one discovers that their subject matter extends back
some decades to the Brookings Report, to the work of T.T.
Brown, Gabriel Kron, and others, and that that work never
stopped.

And there’s something else that emerges, besides the obvious
determination to dominate space in every way and at every
level, from materials science to the ability to manipulate the
fabric of spacetime itself. This list of papers, if one thinks
about them in a certain way, seems oddly to corroborate the
concerns of the alternative research field: UFOs, 5G and its
biological effects, microwave weapons, California fires and
pulverized trade center buildings on 9/11… it all seems to be
here…

And  there’s  one  more  thing…  Developing  this  type  of
technology, assuming the papers represent something more than



just mere “brainstorming”, will require a lot of money over
several  decades.  Something,  say,  on  the  order  of
$21,000,000,000,000? If money is missing, this may be one very
strong reason why…

See you on the flip side…

MSM  Covers  Up  $21  Trillion
Historic  Government  Fraud  –
Dr. Mark Skidmore
Source:  USAWatchdog

by Greg Hunter
January 20, 2019

 

(Early Sunday Release)

Michigan State Economics Professor Mark Skidmore has revealed
there was $21 trillion in what he calls “missing money” from
the  Department  of  Defense  (DOD)  and  Housing  and  Urban
Development (HUD). He and a team of academics used publicly
available  government  accounting  reports  and  revealed  their
results in late 2017. Now, the mainstream media (MSM) has
picked up the story. Instead of sounding the alarm to the
public,  it  says  it’s  basically  all  a  big  mistake  and  is
discounting  the  biggest  accounting  fraud  in  the  U.S.
government history. Is the MSM trying to cover up and kill
this story? Dr. Skidmore says, “They are trying to kill this
story, but I don’t think they have killed this story. . . .
Basically, what they said was this was just all ‘plugs’ and
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there is a mix-up in the transactions. It’s really not that
big  of  a  deal.  They  did  say  it  was  $21  trillion  in
transactions  that  cannot  be  verified,  but  discounted  it
fully.”

Now, the government will not give any information on this
“missing” $21 trillion. Skidmore goes on to say, “When you
start looking at the mess that could possibly generate $21
trillion that are unverified, ‘missing money,’ it’s so big, so
huge, it is inconceivable that it could just be a comedy of
errors. . . . I think there is a high percentage of fraud. I
believe there is a tremendous amount of fraud embedded in
there. . . . When we get to these numbers, the odds there is
not fraud in $21 trillion is mind boggling. . . . There is
zero chance there is no fraud.

So, this is a huge accounting fraud? Dr. Skidmore says, “Yeah,
in my mind, I cannot come to any other conclusion. I just
don’t see how you can come up with those huge numbers based on
public budgeting without something terribly gone wrong. It’s
not just ‘plugs.’ You want to go back in and look at those
transactions, and we are not given access to do that.”

Not only is Skidmore being refused access, but the entire
federal budget has been turned into a national security issue.
There  is  literally  no  more  public  access  to  what  the
government spends your tax money on. Skidmore says, “Now, as

of October 4th, we have effectively two sets of books. We have a
set of books that can be manipulated and changed by a group of
people that determine it’s a national security issue. They can
alter the numbers and move things around within . . . or shift
funding all the way to hide it. What we are going to do is
produce a financial statement that is fake, and we will have
no idea how much money was moved around, and we are all going
to pretend we are going to have a real report. We will also
have an actual report that will remain hidden. . . . It seems
self-explanatory  that  if  the  government  can’t  track  $21



trillion, there is something deeply wrong.”

Join Greg Hunter as he goes One-on-One with Michigan State
Economics Professor Mark Skidmore, who discovered $21 trillion
in “missing” money at the DOD and HUD.

(At the beginning of this interview, I mistakenly said $25
trillion in “missing money.” I meant to say $21 trillion.)

After the Interview: 

The post Dr. Skidmore referred to that was co-authored with
renowned Economics Professor Laurence Kotlikoff from Boston
University can be read by clicking here.

(To Donate to USAWatchdog.com Click Here.)

https://youtu.be/V3eHf9JJRZs

The  Government  “Can’t  Find”
$20  Trillion,  While  Pension
Funds are Tanking
Source:  No More Fake News

by Jon Rappoport
December 31, 2018

 

Alert to pension fund managers all over the planet—and to
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everyone else—

“If 1,000 US and global pension fund managers start asking
questions it could change everything – like stopping a nuclear
war.”

That’s  a  statement  from  former  US  Assistant  Secretary  of
Housing and Urban Development, and now president of Solari,
Inc., Catherine Austin Fitts, who is a financial analyst like
no other in our time.

Among other feats, she has identified a giant sucking black
hole in the US government. And what has disappeared down that
hole is money. Over the years, at least $20 trillion.

Unaccounted for.

Gone.

If you’re a pension fund manager, stop reading this article
and  immediately  switch  over  to  these  two  articles  from
Fitts: “The State of Our Pension Funds” and “’FASAB [Federal
Accounting  Standards  Advisory  Board]  Statement  56′:
Understanding New Government Financial Accounting Loopholes”.

You could begin to see a blinding light that changes your mind
and changes your approach to the staggering debt your fund is
dealing with. And in the process, you could help lead the way
to a peaceful revolution. A far-reaching revolution, in which
wide-ranging prosperity, not doom, sits up the road.

As for everyone else, here are a few of Fitts’ quotes from her
mind-repairing article:

“So  what  is  the  problem?  If  it’s  not  a  problem  for  $21
trillion  to  go  missing  from  DOD  and  HUD,  and,  [if]  it’s
possible  [for  the  government]  to  come  up  with  more  than
$20[plus] trillion to give or loan to the banks [in a bailout]
— when there is no legal obligation to do so, and, when we
[the government] can transfer trillions of the most valuable
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technology in the world to private corporations at zero cost
to them and [at] great cost to the taxpayers, [then] I assure
you that fixing whatever pension fund problem there is, is not
difficult. However, the political will must exist and want to.
That is the problem.”

“If we can print money to give $20 trillion [plus] to the
banks, and, [if we can] let $21 trillion go missing from the
federal government, [then] why is it a problem to print $5
trillion to fund the pension funds?”

Failing pension funds are on the hook for $5 trillion (see
also this short article from 2010), and the federal government
has no answer? Well, that is a supreme con job, because, as
Fitts points out, the government is playing far larger money
games without a shred of concern.

And this is just the beginning of the rabbit hole Fitts has
been traveling for the past several decades. Here is her basic
position: Prosperity for the many, not the few, is eminently
possible and doable.

Starting  from  that  premise,  and  deploying  her  relentless
skills as an analyst, she has discovered the strategies the
government  and  mega-corporations  have  been  deploying  to
undermine and torpedo an economically healthy society.

Finding and illuminating these strategies was not her basic
intent.  Her  basic  intent  was  lifting  all  boats  for  the
citizenry. In pursuing that course, she came upon the secret
obstructions.

And because her desire to help people did not waver in the
slightest, she didn’t turn away. She exposed the obstructions.
She continues to do so.

She  writes:  “Family  wealth  has  the  distinct  advantage  of
returning  control  of  investment  decisions  to  individuals.
However, this is hardly what the US establishment wants.”

https://www.alec.org/app/uploads/2016/10/2016-10-13-Unaccountable-and-Unaffordable.pdf
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“Our  planetary  governance  and  financial  system  currently
operates significantly outside of the law. Whether the cost of
war,  organized  crime,  corruption,  environmental  damage,
suppression of technology or secrecy, this lawlessness – and
the lawlessness it encourages in the general population –
represents a heavy and expensive drag on all aspects of our
society, our economy and our landscape.”

Fitts cites an example of corporate choices in this lunatic
money scam—General Electric: “By some estimates, its pension
fund  is  underfunded  to  the  tune  of  $31  billion.  However,
during the time its pension fund became so underfunded, GE
spent  $45  billion  to  buy  back  its  publicly  traded  common
stock. The needed funds were there at one point; it’s just
that the leadership of the company decided to funnel it into
stockholders’  hands  rather  than  to  the  pensions  of  the
employees who helped build the company.”

Do you have a pension fund manager? Do you know a pension fund
manager? Link them to Fitts’ article. It’s long past the time
when they can sit back and moan about the trouble they’re in.
They need to learn about the underlying forces at work. (And
if they’re a conscious part of the problem, let them learn
that their game is exposed.)

Look around you. Money is everywhere. Titanic piles of it are
flowing. The question is, to whom is it flowing, and how, and
why? Within the current system, there are designated winners
and losers. This has to do with criminal controllers posing as
benefactors. They steer the money ship. They dump shipments of
money  at  certain  favored  ports  and  keep  shipments  from
reaching many other ports.

I know there are people out there who will say, “It’s all
about  the  illegal  Federal  Reserve  and  the  transnational
bankers.” That’s like saying the drug problem is all about the
Mexican  cartels—but  then,  digging  further,  you  also  come
across the expanding opium poppy fields in Afghanistan, the



hands-off collusion in Chicago that permits the city to act as
a  primary  hub  for  drug  distribution  in  the  US,  the
pharmaceutical companies that traffic millions of opioid pills
to dealers, and the 2016 law that strangled DEA efforts to
bust those companies.

The  devil  is  in  the  details,  and  Fitts  has  uncovered  an
astonishing number of them.

I first came across her work about ten years ago, when we
spoke several times about her specific method enabling local
communities  to  discover  money  flows—the  sources  of  money
coming into their towns and cities, and the destinations of
money going out. This brilliant tool would give communities
the power to see exactly how money was impoverishing them,
rather than enriching them. In an effort to make that tool
widely available, thus pointing the way for communities to
change those flows and foster local prosperity, Fitts ran into
legal trouble with the federal government—and “trouble” is a
vast understatement.

She  emerged,  after  a  long  battle,  with  her  primary  goals
securely intact.

She has answers and solutions.

Answers that are vital for our time.

Fitts was once an insider and had a front row seat at the
money circus. Now, her ongoing enterprise is Solari, Inc. I
highly recommend it to you.
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[Related Solari Report post: Listen to Catherine Austin Fitts
in conversation with Joseph P. Farrell as they discuss missing
money, secret space program, the Vatican bank and other topics
that tie into secrecy around money and control.]

The  Pentagon’s  Missing
Trillions: What You Need to
Know
by James Corbett
December 18, 2018
Source

 

 Podcast: Play in new window | Download | Embed

 

Dr. Mark Skidmore of Michigan State University joins us to
discuss his research with Catherine Austin Fitts into the $21
trillion in unaccounted transactions on the books of the US
Department of Defence and the US Department of Housing and
Urban Development. We discuss what we know and don’t know
about the subject, the Pentagon’s nonsensical and inadequate
excuses for the debacle, the new accounting guideline that
legally allows every department of the federal government to
create fake and altered books for public consumption, the
recent  failed  Pentagon  audit,  the  government’s  refusal  to
provide any information about the problem, the failure of
congress to pursue the issue, and the failure of the press to
report on it.
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Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / YouTube or Download the
mp4

SHOW NOTES AND RELATED RESOURCES:

The Missing Money at Solari.com

MSU  scholars  find  $21  trillion  in  unauthorized  government
spending; Defense Department to conduct first-ever audit

David  Norquist  “Explains”  Missing  Trillions  in  Journal
Vouchers

Has Our Government Spent $21 Trillion Of Our Money Without
Telling Us?

Is  Our  Government  Intentionally  Hiding  $21  Trillion  In
Spending?

Exclusive: The Pentagon’s Massive Accounting Fraud Exposed

MSU  professor  shines  spotlight  on  Pentagon’s  massive
accounting  irregularities

Billions Missing from Russian
Space Agency
Source: Giza Death Star

by Joseph P. Farrell
December 4, 2018
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There’s an old adage: once is unusual, twice is a coincidence
(or  perhaps,  a  “synchronicity”)  but  three  or  more  is  a
pattern.  Well,  this  story  was  shared  by  Catherine  Austin
Fitts, and Mr. T.M., and as one might imagine, it has my high
octane  speculation  motor  running  in  overdrive.  Why?  Well,
there has been (finally) an acknowledgement in the lamestream
media that there is a lot of missing money in the US Federal
budget, trillions of dollars’ worth of missing money. Now,
this is not news for those who’ve been following Ms. Fitts’
regular  blogs,  interviews  and  articles  over  the  years.
Recently Dr. Mark Scidmore also has chimed in. And of course,
let’s not forget former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,
who revealed that about two trillion dollars could not be
accounted for, on September 10th, 2001. Of course, that story
was quickly forgotten in the aftermath of 9/11. Nor is it news
for those who’ve been following my speculations about hidden
systems of finance, obfuscated amounts of gold and so on, over
the years in connection to the bearer bonds scandals.

What is different about this story is that this missing money
is not dollars, but rubles – 785.5 billion of them – missing
from the Russian space agency, Roscosmos:

Russia space agency targeted over “stolen” billions

Now, as the article notes, 785.5 billion rubles is a “mere”
11.9 billion dollars, a veritable drop in the bucket compared
to the trillions mentioned by Mr. Rumsfeld, or tracked by Ms.
Fitts or Dr. Scidmore. Nonetheless, the article contains some
intriguing  statements,  and  more  interestingly,
does  not  contain  other  statements:

The Russian space agency Roscosmos, whose reputation has
already been hit by the failure of a Soyuz rocket last month,
was on Sunday targeted by the country’s audit court over
financial irregularities including “stolen” billions.

“We  have  serious  problems  with  Roscosmos,”  the  Accounts

http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Russia_space_agency_targeted_over_stolen_billions_999.html


Chamber chairman Alexe Kudrin said in televised comments.

“Procurement procedures are bad, prices are too high, many
projects are unfinished or halted, and funds stand unused for
months, and several billion have been lost – stolen – and
investigations are ongoing, ” the former finance minister
added.

A 2017 report by the court signalled(sic) a total of 151
irregularities  within  the  space  agency  accounts,
totalling(sic) 785.5 billion rubles ($11.9 billion), Russian
news agency reported.

What’s  interesting  in  what  it  does  say  is  that  the
explanations given for the lost money have been placed on the
usual culprits in the former Communist nation: bad procurement
procedures, inflated prices, unused funds, and just plain good
old fashioned theft. Well, if “bad procurement procedures” are
to blame, then Russia is a bastion of fiscal responsibility
and efficiency, compared to Rumsfeld’s Pentagon or the federal
budgetary “process” in America.

But I find much more interesting the things that are not being
said. The impression given in the article is that this loss
was just for 2017, yet that is not explicit. We’re left with a
mere  impression.  We  don’t  really  know  how  many  years  the
investigation  covered,  nor  are  we  given  any  indication
of who supposedly stole some of the money, and what percentage
of this 785.5 billion rubles was thought to be stolen, not
simply missing or gobbled up in “bad procurement procedures”.

It’s the absence of explanation of that stolen money that
intrigues me, and as one might guess, has my high octane
speculation running in overdrive. A mere 785.5 billion rubles,
or a mere 11.9 billion dollars in missing and/or stolen money
might not seem like much in the context of American missing
money stories, but as I’ve pointed out in other contexts,
while Russia spends far less than the USA on military and



space matters, it gets more bang for the ruble, for one of the
consequences of a hidden system of finance, lots of missing
money, and reserve currency status, is that prices inflate,
corruption dominates the system, and comparative technologies
becomes higher priced in the one context that might cost a
fraction of that in the other.

So with that somewhat simplistic idea in mind, I turn to my
high octane speculation of the day:

Recently  in  one  of  this  website’s  members’  vidchats,  the
question was asked if I thought there was a similar hidden
financial  system,  and  “breakaway  civilization”  or  “secret
space program” in other countries, particularly Russia. My
answer was yes, and then the observation was made that one
never  hears  about  massive  amounts  of  missing  money  from
Russia,  which  is  why  I  find  this  story  so  interesting.
Recently I observed that the amounts of missing money in the
US federal budget were now so astronomically huge, that the
old explanation of $20,000 toilet seats and $10,000 wrenches
and  coffee  makers  were  no  longer  an  adequate  cover  for
inflating ledger prices of supplies to cover the diversion of
money into classified and deep projects. Thus the possibility
emerges that Russia – with its smaller economy – might still
be in the era of cooking the books to divert funds into deeper
classified  projects.  And  the  fact  that  this  is  occurring
within Roscosmos is suggestive enough that one possibility for
that  diversion  of  funds  is  into  classified  secret  space
projects.

See you on the flip side…



The Pentagram Fails Its First
Audit
Source: Giza Death Star

by Joseph P. Farrell
November 20, 2018

 

This was another one of those stories that my email inbox was
flooded with this week, and it’s a doozie. The Pentagram…er…
the  Pentagon,  has  failed  its  first  audit.  Let  me  repeat
that: FAILED its first audit. So, thank you to all of you who
noticed this story and passed it along, because as one might
imagine, I have my own end-of-the-twig high octane speculation
to advance on it:

Pentagon Fails Its First-Ever Official Audit

The Pentagon failed its audit, but officials aren’t surprised

Here’s what the Pentagon’s first-ever audit found

Now, reading all this, I suspect one might have the same
reaction that I had: I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry, so
I did both, with the meter tipped at first ever so slightly on
the laughter side of things, until it became hysterical humor.
For one thing, they spent an awful lot of money (from the
third article), on this audit:

One figure that is available: the audit itself cost $413
million, which the department notes is roughly 1/30 of one
percent of the Pentagon’s overall budget. In addition, $406
million  was  spend  on  addressing  issues  found  by  the
department, with another $153 million on “financial system
fixes,” per a DoD factsheet — a total in FY18 of $972
million.

https://truthcomestolight.com/the-pentagram-fails-its-first-audit/
https://truthcomestolight.com/the-pentagram-fails-its-first-audit/
https://gizadeathstar.com/2018/11/the-pentagram-fails-its-first-audit/
https://gizadeathstar.com/2018/11/the-pentagram-fails-its-first-audit/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-11-16/pentagon-fails-its-first-ever-official-audit
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2018/11/15/the-pentagon-failed-its-audit-but-officials-arent-surprised/
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2018/11/15/heres-what-the-pentagons-first-ever-audit-found/
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2018/01/10/pentagon-is-prepared-to-spend-over-900-million-in-first-audit/


Yes, that’s right, the audit itself cost $413 million, with a
mere $153 million spent on various “fixes”, and another $406
spent on “issues.”  Isn’t that nice? They spent on “fixes” and
“issues,” and the total cost of the audit, and its “issues”
and “fixes” was nearly a billion dollars. I don’t know about
you, but I’m glad these people aren’t preparing my taxes; my
tax lady is much better at this, and she doesn’t cost me $413
million dollars either.

But wait, there’s more: they spent all this money on an audit
that they knew ahead of time would be a failure (leaving aside
the all important question of how and why did they know that
ahead of time? The fix was in? Falling SAT scores for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff? The sensitivity training was failing?
The trans-gendered bathrooms on the aircraft carriers that
don’t work don’t work?):

“We never thought we were going to pass an audit, right?
Everyone was betting against us that we wouldn’t even do the
audit,” Shanahan told reporters Thursday at the Pentagon.

“Some of the compliance issues are irritating to me because
the point of the audit is to drive better discipline in our
compliance with our management systems and our procedures,”
he added. “Some of those things frustrated me because we have
a job to do and just have to follow our procedures.”

Among  those  issues  are  what  Shanahan  called  “inventory
accuracy,”  or  issues  where  the  central  database  at  the
Pentagon identified inventory that simply wasn’t there in the
real world. He also hit on the need to be “better” at
cybersecurity compliance and discipline. (Emphasis added)

Ok… so the really important thing is, “at least we tried, huh?
Can we get ‘high fives’ for at least trying? After all, it’s
the process, not the result, that’s important.” Well, hear
hear:  give  the  Pentagram  a  trophy  for  at  least
“participating.”  It’s  all  the  rage  these  days,  and  if



elementary schools in Amairkuhn quackademia can do it, why not
the Pentagram?

But the real clincher is that one of the “issues” that they
spent  $406  million  on  was  the  fact  that  apparently  the
Pentagram has been buying inventory that doesn’t show up…
anywhere. Hooray… no national security problem there, folks:
we can outfit 20 armored divisions and 30 wings of fighters
and bombers, on paper at least.

Now, if you’re like me, and you’ve been following all this
“missing money”, the needle on your Suspicion Meter is in the
red zone, and if you’ve purchased your Shriek-o-Meter from
Catherine Austin Fitts’ Solari site, the Shriek-o-meter has
passed the Screaming-Hair-pulling mark, and is headed toward
the  Babbling  Lunacy  mark.  Either  way,  both  meters  are
detecting  pure  steaming  piles  of  cow  puckey.

Now, as one might expect, I have some high octane speculation
to advance in this respect: First, I suspect that today’s
“inventory that isn’t there” is yesterday’s thirty thousand
dollar toilet seat and fifteen thousand dollar wrench. One can
only launder so much money with toilet seats and wrenches.
It’s much easier to launder money for much more expensive toys
that one doesn’t even have to build, and all the corporations,
lobbyists,  and  other  cutouts  can  take  their  share  of  the
management fees and commissions along the way. But secondly, I
strongly suspect that the “inventory” isn’t missing at all,
it’s just been intentionally mislabeled. In other words, the
inventory exists, but it’s a very different inventory than
what appears on the balance sheets.  That would go to things
like Secret Space Programs, covert operations, a little off-
planet tithe or tribute here and there, and a little into that
other phenomenon I’ve been rattling about for a few years: a
completely hidden system of finance.

So in a way, the audit didn’t fail at all. It just confirmed
what we already suspected, and added yet another data point to



the mix.

See you on the flip side…

Catherine  Austin  Fitts:
Globalizing Thievery
Source:  Richard Dolan
Published on Nov 8, 2018

 

 

Recorded November 7, 2018, Richard Dolan interviews Catherine
Austin Fitts.

This is a fascinating and extremely clear discussion of the
nature of the $21 trillion of “unaccounted discrepancies” in
the Pentagon and HUD budgets from 1998 to 2015. Catherine
argues  that  the  fundamentals  in  how  we  look  at  the  U.S.
federal  budget  and  spending  is  completely  wrong,  and  our
society  is  bleeding  money  on  a  daily  basis  to  fund
unaccountable  programs  that  do  not  benefit  the  people.

Catherine Austin Fitts is one of the world’s leading experts
in “black budget economics,” and has been investigating U.S.
federal  government  financial  discrepancies  totaling  in  the
trillions of dollars. She was Assistant Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development from 1989 to 1993, and is an investment
analyst  and  advisor.  She  has  authored  many  articles  on
financial fraud, missing money, and the structure of power in
our world.

https://truthcomestolight.com/catherine-austin-fitts-globalizing-thievery/
https://truthcomestolight.com/catherine-austin-fitts-globalizing-thievery/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnaIeNm-jSa1l8yHrn7PlQg


See her websites at:

https://home.solari.com/

https://missingmoney.solari.com/

Richard  Dolan  &  Joseph  P.
Farrell: UFOs, Nazis, Missing
Money,  9/11,  Antarctica  and
More
by  Richard Dolan
Aug 25, 2018

 

Richard Dolan and Joseph P. Farrell discussing an array of
subjects that all tie together in the world of geopolitics —
UFOs (including related Nazi history), what might be going on
in  Antarctica,  the  evolutionary  changes  of  humanity,  the
possibility of genetic cousins, trillions of dollars funneled
into a hidden system of finance, the rogue state, where a
secret  space  program  might  be  going,  and  Putin  and  deep
knowledge of 9/11.

Dr.  Joseph  P.  Farrell’s  book:  Hess  and  the  Penguins:  The
Holocaust, Antarctica and the Strange Case of Rudolf Hess

 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https%3A%2F%2Fhome.solari.com%2F&event=video_description&v=WlItNAk4U-U&redir_token=VQ6HS7MImRMjrRhLZ509jTJL7tZ8MTU0MjEzODUwNkAxNTQyMDUyMTA2
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https%3A%2F%2Fmissingmoney.solari.com%2F&event=video_description&v=WlItNAk4U-U&redir_token=VQ6HS7MImRMjrRhLZ509jTJL7tZ8MTU0MjEzODUwNkAxNTQyMDUyMTA2
https://truthcomestolight.com/22860/
https://truthcomestolight.com/22860/
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Catherine  Austin  Fitts:
Global  Control  &  the  Black
Budget
Source: DarkJournalist
Published on Jun 15, 2018

 

 

Exclusive  Part  2  with  Former  Assistant  Housing  Secretary
Catherine Austin Fitts on Control 101:
Stunning Black Budget Corruption!
Who or What is in Control of the World?
Catherine Austin Fitts from The Solari Report goes in depth on
the various hidden systems of control being rolled out in 2018
by nefarious covert forces controlling financial, political,
cultural and technological issues!

TOPICS:
* Black Budget
* Mind Control
* Financial Coup
* Control Files
* Covert Surveillance
* Media Manipulation
* Entrainment Technologies
*UFO Technology

http://www.DarkJournalist.com

https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/
https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/
https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqOdHprLVQnHhE8FmIY3Yzg
http://www.DarkJournalist.com


The  Government  “Can’t  Find”
$20  Trillion,  While  Pension
Funds are Tanking
Source: No More Fake News

Note: the missing $20 trillion does not refer to the national
debt.

by Jon Rappoport
April 24, 2018

 

Alert to pension fund managers all over the planet—and to
everyone else—

“If 1,000 US and global pension fund managers start asking
questions it could change everything – like stopping a nuclear
war.”

That’s  a  statement  from  former  US  Assistant  Secretary  of
Housing and Urban Development, and now president of Solari,
Inc., Catherine Austin Fitts, who is a financial analyst like
no other in our time.

Among other feats, she has identified a giant sucking black
hole in the US government. And what has disappeared down that
hole is money. Over the years, at least $20 trillion.

Unaccounted for.

Gone.

https://truthcomestolight.com/the-government-cant-find-20-trillion-while-pension-funds-are-tanking/
https://truthcomestolight.com/the-government-cant-find-20-trillion-while-pension-funds-are-tanking/
https://truthcomestolight.com/the-government-cant-find-20-trillion-while-pension-funds-are-tanking/
http://www.nomorefakenews.com/
https://home.solari.com/
https://home.solari.com/


If you’re a pension fund manager, stop reading this article
and immediately switch over to Fitts’ article, “The State of
Our Pension Funds.”

You could begin to see a blinding light that changes your mind
and changes your approach to the staggering debt your fund is
dealing with. And in the process, you could help lead the way
to a peaceful revolution. A far-reaching revolution, in which
wide-ranging prosperity, not doom, sits up the road.

As for everyone else, here are a few of Fitts’ quotes from her
mind-repairing article:

“So  what  is  the  problem?  If  it’s  not  a  problem  for  $21
trillion to go missing from DOD and HUD and it is possible
[for  the  government]  to  come  up  with  more  than  $20[plus]
trillion to give or loan to the banks [in a bailout] when
there  is  no  legal  obligation  to  do  so  and  when  we  [the
government]  can  transfer  trillions  of  the  most  valuable
technology in the world to private corporations at zero cost
to them and great cost to the taxpayers, I assure you that
fixing  whatever  pension  fund  problem  there  is,  is  not
difficult. However, the political will must exist and want to.
That is the problem.”

“If we can print money to give $20 trillion [plus] to the
banks  and  let  $21  trillion  go  missing  from  the  federal
government, why is it a problem to print $5 trillion to fund
the pension funds?”

Failing pension funds are on the hook for $5 trillion, and the
federal government has no answer? Well, that is a supreme con
job, because, as Fitts points out, the government is playing
far larger money games without a shred of concern.

And this is just the beginning of the rabbit hole Fitts has
been traveling for the past several decades. Here is her basic
position: Prosperity for the many, not the few, is eminently
possible and doable.

https://pension.solari.com/2018/01/22/pension-fund-stats/
https://pension.solari.com/2018/01/22/pension-fund-stats/
https://missingmoney.solari.com/dod-and-hud-missing-money-supporting-documentation/


Starting  from  that  premise,  and  deploying  her  relentless
skills as an analyst, she has discovered the strategies the
government  and  mega-corporations  have  been  deploying  to
undermine and torpedo an economically healthy society.

Finding and illuminating these strategies was not her basic
intent.  Her  basic  intent  was  lifting  all  boats  for  the
citizenry. In pursuing that course, she came upon the secret
obstructions.

And because her desire to help people did not waver in the
slightest, she didn’t turn away. She exposed the obstructions.
She continues to do so.

She  writes:  “Family  wealth  has  the  distinct  advantage  of
returning  control  of  investment  decisions  to  individuals.
However, this is hardly what the US establishment wants.”

“Our  planetary  governance  and  financial  system  currently
operates significantly outside of the law. Whether the cost of
war,  organized  crime,  corruption,  environmental  damage,
suppression of technology or secrecy, this lawlessness – and
the lawlessness it encourages in the general population –
represents a heavy and expensive drag on all aspects of our
society, our economy and our landscape.”

Fitts cites an example of corporate choices in this lunatic
money scam—General Electric: “By some estimates, its pension
fund  is  underfunded  to  the  tune  of  $31  billion.  However,
during the time its pension fund became so underfunded, GE
spent  $45  billion  to  buy  back  its  publicly  traded  common
stock. The needed funds were there at one point; it’s just
that the leadership of the company decided to funnel it into
stockholders’  hands  rather  than  to  the  pensions  of  the
employees who helped build the company.”

Do you have a pension fund manager? Do you know a pension fund
manager? Link them to Fitts’ article. It’s long past the time
when they can sit back and moan about the trouble they’re in.



They need to learn about the underlying forces at work. (And
if they’re a conscious part of the problem, let them learn
that their game is exposed.)

Look around you. Money is everywhere. Titanic piles of it are
flowing. The question is, to whom is it flowing, and how, and
why? Within the current system, there are designated winners
and losers. This has to do with criminal controllers posing as
benefactors. They steer the money ship. They dump shipments of
money  at  certain  favored  ports  and  keep  shipments  from
reaching many other ports.

I know there are people out there who will say, “It’s all
about  the  illegal  Federal  Reserve  and  the  transnational
bankers.” That’s like saying the drug problem is all about the
Mexican  cartels—but  then,  digging  further,  you  also  come
across the expanding opium poppy fields in Afghanistan, the
hands-off collusion in Chicago that permits the city to act as
a  primary  hub  for  drug  distribution  in  the  US,  the
pharmaceutical companies that traffic millions of opioid pills
to dealers, and the 2016 law that strangled DEA efforts to
bust those companies.

The  devil  is  in  the  details,  and  Fitts  has  uncovered  an
astonishing number of them.

I first came across her work about ten years ago, when we
spoke several times about her specific method enabling local
communities  to  discover  money  flows—the  sources  of  money
coming into their towns and cities, and the destinations of
money going out. This brilliant tool would give communities
the power to see exactly how money was impoverishing them,
rather than enriching them. In an effort to make that tool
widely available, thus pointing the way for communities to
change those flows and foster local prosperity, Fitts ran into
legal trouble with the federal government—and “trouble” is a
vast understatement.

https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2018/04/10/the-us-government-colludes-in-mass-deaths-by-opioids/
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She  emerged,  after  a  long  battle,  with  her  primary  goals
securely intact.

She has answers and solutions.

Answers that are vital for our time.

Fitts was once an insider and had a front row seat at the
money circus. Now, her ongoing enterprise is solari.com. I
highly recommend it to you.


